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       Everything You Need to Know About Compare/Contrast Essays A compare/contrast essay is a form of argumentative writing that asks the student to consider and evaluate both sides of a write my essay. The following guidelines will help you write a successful compare/contrast essay: Give a brief introduction by identifying, clearly and in one sentence, the points you intend to cover or major question you intend to address. You may use your thesis statement as part of this paragraph; however, do not make it part of your topic sentences. In the body paragraphs, you will be looking more closely at two things and comparing them. Be sure to identify both items clearly in your introduction and use active voice, not passive voice: "The story of Cinderella is a lot like that of Snow White..." rather than "Snow White's story is a lot like that of Cinderella..." Your thesis statement may go here too; however, it will not serve as an opening sentence or paragraph. This introduction should be short and focused on nothing but identifying the issues you intend to address: In this essay I will examine... Thesis Statement: Compare/Contrast Essays do not require thesis statements! Oftentimes students worry about writing a thesis statement for a compare/contrast essay, but it is not essay writer. Do not use a transitional sentence to move from your introduction into the body of your essay. Instead, use topic sentences that clearly identify both points you are comparing and contrasting: Both Cinderella and Snow White... Follow these topic sentences with specific information on each point you will be examining and contrasting in detail: Cinderella was born into poverty while Snow White lived in luxury. Cinderella's father died soon after her birth leaving her to live with two very cruel stepmothers who never let her forget she wasn't their real child; this left Cinderella with no choice but to work as a servant for them until she married the prince by chance one day after being forced out of the house by them for wearing an old dress. The prince took pity on Cinderella after finding her crying in the woods and brought her back to his castle where he hid her from his own clumsy guests by making them all believe that she was his new wife. Use specific examples and details when comparing these two points, but do not get carried away with unnecessary facts or you runs the risk of losing your audience: For example, Snow White lived in a huge castle filled with riches beyond imagination while essay writing service was forced to work for mean stepmothers who despised her at every turn... Conclude your essay by summing up your main points again and transitioning into a closing paragraph: In conclusion, although Snow White is looked upon as the fairest in all the land, Cinderella was truly the most admirable of these two heroines due to her hard work and perseverance. You may use a transitional sentence at this point but be sure it links your conclusion back to your thesis statement in the introduction: In closing, I will say that although both of these stories are similar and have significant write my paper, perhaps it is their similarities--such as their shared love for animals that makes them so endearing. The final section of the essay should make a clear and concise statement about how the compare/contrast relates to your thesis. Use specific examples that illustrate your main points and show how parts of both things being compared are similar, yet different from one another: For example, Snore White's castle and Cinderella's kingdom were ruled by evil stepmothers who had no regard for their subjects' well being. In addition, the prince in this story was nothing but cruel while Cinderella's prince took pity on her after finding her crying in the paper writing service. Useful Resources: What is the Best Custom Essay Writing Service? What Essay Writing Service Should I Use? Why Do I Need to Hire an Essay Writing Service? Which Online Essay Writing Service is Reliable? What is the Best Cheap Essay Writing Service Online? How to Locate a Reliable Essay Writing Service? 
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